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Matchday 8 (19th November 2014) 
 
 
Premier Division 

 
Despite most matches going to four and five sets Bats team with Les Hopkins, 
Bob Hoare and George Mariner went down 8-2 to a determined Hang Em 
High team.  Trebles came from Michael Bridger and Andrew Sharland with 
third player Eric Smith winning two to help Hang Em Hi gain maximum points. 
For Bats. Bob Hoare won one game then combined with Les Hopkins to win 
the doubles. 
 
Bullets with David Champneys, Tom Pomej and Fred Bodeau defeated One 
Hit Wonders who could only field two players 6-4. For the Bullets trio two wins 
apiece. For One Hit Wonders Marc Burman was again undefeated and with 
team mate Lynne Trussell caused a major upset in defeating the leagues 
doubles champions Tom Pomej and Fred Bodeau in the doubles to come 
away with a point. 
 
Dynamos team with Dennis Hayden (2), Richard Caddy (3) and Mounis 
Abosedira (3) had a comfortable 9-1 over Game Changers Bev Godfrey, Mike 
Day and Angus Ogg. Team captain Angus Ogg prevented a whitewash by 
defeating Dennis Hayden.    

 
 

Division One 
 

With division one leaders, Lindfield Thunderbolts having a bye this week they 
were overtaken by both Gangsters and Wanderers, although Thunderbolts 
now have a game in hand. 
 
For Gangsters verses Tigers, it was three apiece for Joel Delos Santos and 
John Burnham plus two for Nilo Danugo with Joel and Nilo taking the doubles. 
One win each for Tigers Samantha Monk and Steve Lewis. Final score 8-2 to 
Gangsters.  
 
Wanderers had a close 6-4 win over The X Men with most games going to 
four and five sets. For Wanderers two wins each for Phil Harvey and Marcin 
Andrzejewski and one from Ray Parker. Phil and Ray went on to win the 
doubles and with it the match. Winners for The X Men, John Bridger and Tim 
Grant both won two games each. 
 
A real battle ending in a five all draw was the outcome  between Paddlers and 
Magiks. For Paddlers a treble for Lyle Cyster with one from Nooch Staplehurst 
this pair also won the doubles to tie the match. For Magiks two each for Tony 
Turk and Mel Sims with one from Alistair Blue.  
 



 
Division Two 

 
Bashers still remain unbeaten in this division although at one stage in the 
match it looked as if Ashenground who were lying in second place were going 
to topple them as Cathy Seiderer for Ashenground won all three of her 
matches and with Chris Slade winning one,  It was four all going into the last 
two games. Kate Bridger caused an upset in beating Chris Slade which left 
the doubles for a win for Bashers or a draw for Ashenground. Annabel Bridger 
and Brian Taite paired up for the doubles. Lost the first two sets but thanks to 
Annabel came back to win 11-9 in the fifth. For Bashers two each for Kate 
Bridger and Brian Taite. Annabel Bridger won one plus the doubles. For 
Ashenground a treble for Cathy Seiderer and one for Chris Slade. 
 
Boys United defeated Parents Unite 6-4. For Boys United two each for David 
Lea and Noah Loncar plus one for Jack Ashworth with Noah and David 
winning the doubles for the match. For Parents Unite despite a treble from 
Peter Dunsby he was still on the losing side. Colin Cooper won one for 
Parents Unite. 
 
Spin Masters took control with the match verses Pingwins coming out 8-2 
winners. For Spin Masters trebles for father and son Tom and Luca 
Christophersen plus two from third player Tom Smith, For Pingwins the star 
player was eleven year old Keigo Burnham who in his first match in the senior 
league defeated Tom Smith and paired up with Rupert Browning to defeat 
Tom Smith and Luca Christophersen in the doubles. 
 
 
Report by Brian Taite. 


